
 

Two Fussy Blokes Mohair
Roller Sleeves 230mm x
5mm Smooth
Brand:Two Fussy Blokes
Code: C5932-2

$10.20 +GST $11.73 incl. GST

Description

Two Fussy Blokes Mohair Paint Roller Sleeves 230mm x 5mm Smooth

HYBRID MOHAIR ROLLER FOR OIL BASED PAINTS

A smooth finish has never been easier to achieve, particularly in tighter spots and surface areas with our mini paint
rollers. Transform whatever you're painting with a superior, flawless smooth finish using these mini rollers that will last
you a long time and pick up paint like it's brand new every time. Our paint rollers are made by painters for painters
because we know what fussy blokes look for to get their next job done. Don't forget to paint a coat of primer before you
get going and enjoy the ease of painting with this 3-pack of mini rollers today.

SMOOTH FINISH

We developed our Mini Mohair Hybrid 5mm NAP/Pile roller for the smoothest finish possible when used with oil
based paints. Because the surface you'll be painting determines the NAP/Pile you will need – the shorter the NAP the
finer the finish. To paint walls, doors, ceilings or floors at a fraction of the cost whilst achieving a smooth finish. The
5mm mohair hybrid holds a sufficient amount of paint to make the painting job a breeze, while the design of fabric
prevents the paint from splattering.

Perfect for oil-based paints
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Perfect for oil-based paints and industrial coatings. Recommended for primers and topcoats.
Ideal for walls, ceilings, doors, floors, and smooth surfaces.
Smooth finish, excellent paint pick up and release, no need to lay off, excellent coverage.
NAP/Pile: 5mm | 1/4″
Sizes: 230mm | 9″
Packs: SINGLE
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